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[Abstract] 

The advantages and disadvantages of many kinds of spatio-temporal data models, 
especially the data models of base state with amendments, were introduced in this paper. 
A new spatio-temporal data model of base state with amendments was presented. Based 
on the model, a population census spatio-temporal database of China was established. 
The experiment shows that the database has the ability to manage the data of different 
historical time efficiently . 
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1. Introduction 

Census is a main method that a country used to collect population data .Most of 
countries in the world has established policy of census. In 1953,1964,1982,1990 and 
2000,five census have been performed  since People Republic of  China was 
established in 1949. Census data was gathered and reported by 7 hierarchical levels, 
namely state, province, district, county, township, census district and Enumeration 
district. The top 5 levels are consistent with the administrative district, the last tow level 
districts are subdivided based on the higher level district.  

So far,China has gathered lots of population datum of different time .It is necessary to 
establish a database to manage these datum ,not only the population attribute 
information,but also the temporal and spatial information. The study of managing these 
population datum of different time is now a hot issue in China. A new spatio-temporal 
data model of base state with amendments was presented in this paper. Based on the 
model, a population census spatio-temporal database was established. 
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2. Why to establish census spatio-temporal database 
Spatial-Temporal Database, which combines the temporal database and the spatial 
database, has the capacity to store and manage temporal,spatial and attribute data 
simultaneously. The significance of building population census spatio-temporal 
database are:  

a. Serving the population census;  
 subdividing census district more quickly; 
 guarantee the higher quality of the census data 
 managing the census data more efficiently 

b. Providing a method to get the population data of different time quickly 
Because some census district in China is changing annually,it is too difficult to 
get the history population data of a region . Based on the census spatio-temporal 
database ,population data of anytime ,anywhere can be recovered expediently. 

c. Providing a method to study the rule of population spatio-temporal distributing 
and the change of population spatio-temporal distributing. 

3.The development of studying of spatio-temporal data model 

Spatio-temporal data model is a spatial temporal integrated data model . It has the 
capability in organizing and managing temporal geo-information efficiently.it is a 
information data model with more integrated attribute,spatial and temporal 
information[Wang Yingjie etc 2003].It is the base of constructing spatio-temporal 
database.Many kinds of spatio-temporal data models have been put forward. 

Snapshot model , which combined time information and spatial data model by  adding 
time stamp on map layer , is the simplest spatio-temproal data model.The obvious 
disadvantage of this model is the redundance of data recorded,and the changed 
information has not been recorded directly; 

The principle of spatial temporal composite (STC) data model is to project every line of 
spatial temporal on a space plane,the lines intersected each other,formed lots of 
grid.Each grid has its own attributes.After each spatio-temporal change,lots of grids 
with independence attributes is formed.This data model hold out many kinds of 
spatio-temporal querys,but it is difficult to querying spatio-temporal relation and 
spatio-temporal action[Liu Renyi etc 2000,Zhang Zuxun etc 1996, N.Pelekis]. 

Trifield model(M.Yuan) describes geo-processing and geo-phenomena in expressing 
semantic,time and spatial separately,and providing relationship among them[M.Yuan 

 



 

1994]. 

Historical graph model divides object into three classes: continuously changing object, 
abruptly changing object and never changing object.The purpose is to identify time 
action, manage objects and events[A.Renolen 1996]. 

Based on entity relation(ER)model,Tryfona put forward Sptio-Temporal ER 
(STER)model. 

All models above do not come down to change treatment,so, C.Claramunt,C.Parent put 
forward Object-Relationship Model[C.Claramunt etc 1995].Based on object-oriented 
technology,many scholars put forward object-oriented spatio-temporal data 
model[M.-A.Aufauer-Parent 1995,C.Bonfatti 1999,A.Raza 1999].Aimed at the moving 
object, M.Erwig,R.H.Guting,L.Forlizzi have studied the moving object spatio-temporal 
data model[M.Erwig etc 1999,R.H.Guting 1999,L.Forlizzi etc 2000]. 

Zhang Z,Zhang B and Liu R have studied base state with amendments data models ,and 
gave many different base state with amendments extended data models [Liu Renyi etc 
2000,Zhang Zuxun 1996,Zhang Baogang 2005]. 

Zheng  put forward a spatio-temporal data model which based on state and 
change[Zheng Kougen ];Chen J and Jiang J put forward a spatio-temporal data model 
based on event[J.Chen 1998]. 

Each model above has advantages and disadvantages. The data models of base state 
with amendments were introduced particularly in this paper. 

4. Base state with amendments data model and extended models 

With the data models of base state with amendments, only the data of one time point 
(base state), which is called the base file, and the changed data of other times, which are 
called the delta files, are saved in the database[Liu Renyi 2001]. 

Because of the size of delta file is far smaller than the base file, the size of database 
based on the data model of base state with amendments is far smaller than the usual 
database. 

Many kinds of data models of base state with amendments have been put forward. 

 



 

    

         

          

   
Figure 1 Data Models of Base State With Amendments and Extended 

Models 

With model(a),the current state is looked as base state,Any changed data relatived to the 
current time are saved as delta file in database.Every delta files mustbe modified when 
the base file changed.Along with the numbers of detal files rising,the workload of 
modifying the delta files would be very heavy.  

With model(b),the current state is looked as base state.The changed data between two 
time points in sequence is saved in database as delta files.The disadvantages of model(a) 
is avoided.Only one delta file be created and the other delta files without any change 
when the base state has changed.The disadvantage of this model is When serching for 
any history data,many deltal files are used . The more time point there, the more heavy 
the searching workload . 

Model(c) and (d) (Zhang Z and Huang M)are extended models[Zhang Zuxun 
1996].Multilevel index files are added into these models.The efficiency of searching for 
history data is improved evidently[Cao Zhiyue 2000]. 

With model(e) [Cao Zhiyue 2000],many base files are saved in database.The number of 
delta files between two base state are called Base State Distance. The searching speed is 
improved sharply. Because many base files are saved in the database ,its size is 
increased. 

Zhang B etc combined model(c),(d)and (e) to construct model(f) and(g).with model (f) 
and (g),The state of the initial time and the current are saved as base file , besides delta 
files between any two sequent time point,3 other delta files are added into the 

 



 

 

database.Compared with the model (c),(d)and (e),the size of database increased 
little,the searching speed improved sharply .The same as the model(c),(d)and (e),along 
with the number of  time point increasing , the size of the database increasing. 

Based on the disadvantage of above data models, an extended data model of base state 
with amendments was put forward—model(h).With this model , the data of initial time 
is looked as base state,and any other time point ,except the current time point, are saved 
as delta files.The delta file are relative to this base state instead of the previous time 
point. Considering of the frequent search for current time data, another base file (data of 
current time) is added into the database. The difference between this model and others is 
that this model uses the start time data as the base file, and the delta file is relative to this 
base file. As a result, only one delta file needed to add to the database when data has 
been changed. For the data of start time and the current time, it can be searched directly. 
In other cases, base file and delta file are needed for searching for historical data. Only 
two files are used in searching for any history data —one base file and one delta file. 
This model has the advantage of smaller data size to store and faster speed to search 
than other models. Obviously the data size will not increase sharply and the searching 
speed will not decline sharply along with the time. The more time point there , the more 
obvious the advantage of this model. 

Table one list the database size ,max file number used in searching and the number of 
files to be modified on the assumption that the number of time point is 30 and the Base 
State Distance is 5.  
Table 1 Comparisons of Base State With Amendments Data Models 
 

Model   Number of files saved   Max File Number Searched   File Number 
Modified 

 
        a       1bs +29df                1bs+1df             30df 
        b       1bs +29df                1bs+29df            1df 
        c       6bs +36df                1bs+2df             1 or 3df 

d       6bs +36df                1bs+2df             1 or 2df  
e       7bs +29df                1bs+2df             1df 
f       7bs +35df                1bs+1df             1 or 2df  
g       7bs +35df                1bs+1df             1 or 2df 
h       2bs +29df               1bs+1df             1df 

   bs:base file,df:delta file 

Concluded from table one: Model (a) and (b) has the advantage of small size to save,but 



 

the searching speed is slow and the workload is heavy;From model(c) to model(g),the 
searching speed is fast ,but the data size saved in the database is very big.Model (H) 
have obvious advantage both in the searching speed and data size. The more time point 
there , the more obvious the advantage of this model. This model is fit for dealing with 
slight change of census district.when there is huge change,the workload to modify the 
delta file will be very heavy and the data size will be very big. 

5.The scheme of population census spatio-temporal database 

5.1 The changing characteristic of population census data 

Population census data includes both population data and the census district data ,so two 
kinds of data should be taken into consider .It can be found that the changing 
characteristics of population census data is that the census district data has little change 
and the population data has lots of change .The Census district of each time of census is 
bound to be changed ,but the rate of changed district is not high .The type of change 
include union of two district and split etc,just as the figure 2 has shown: 

        
1.split                               2. full district union  

        
3. part district union                      4.complex change 

Figure 2  The Change Type of Census District  

The types of change of census district include:a.split :one district is split into many 
census districts;b. full district union:one census district united with another census 
district fully ;c.part district union:one census district is split into many parts,each part 
united with different census district; d. complex change :many kind of change occurred 
synchronously 

5.2 The scheme of population census spatio-temporal data base 

 



 

Taking into account the changing characteristic of population census ,the author 
consider the best scheme of population census spatio-temporal database is that the 
population data and the census district data to be saved separately. The population data  
stored in RDBMS using snapshot data model, the census district data stored using the 
model(h).Tow kinds of data joint by a unique value field. 

5.3  Experiment 

In this experiment,two database were set up to manage population data and census 
district data separately.Census district is managed by the ESRI spatial data manage 
database—geodatabase,and population data managed by Microsoft Access 
database.The census  district database is named spatio.mdb,and the population 
database is named popu.mdb.The structure of sptio.mdb is(example of county level 
census district): 
 

Table 2  Structure of  County Census District Table 
OBJECT
ID 
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Table 3  Example of  Spatial Data Table 

 

Field OBJECTID ,the unique value field ,is used to joint with the population data .Field 
STAR is used to express the created time of the census district,and the Field END is 
used to express the changed time of the census district.if the value of the END field is 
NULL,it express that the district had never been changed form it has been created;The 
field CHANGED is used to express the change type .  

 



 

 

Figure 3  The Census District of Different Time Based on the Model(h) 

From the fig3, we can find that the data size was reduced sharply by using the 
model(h).In this example,the data size of 2005 amendment is 495KB,and the data size 
of 2005 snapshot is 4.59MB.The data size of amendment is just 1/10 to 1/9of the 
snapshot’s.Meanwhile the searching for the history data is very convenient: 
Select * from 2000 where change=0  
Union  
Select * from 2005amendment where change<>0 

6.Conclusion 

Population census spatio-temporal database has the ability to manage population census 
data of different time efficiently.The data size and the searching speed may be reduced 
sharply by using the model(h) . The more time point there , the more obvious the 
advantage of this model.It provided an useful example of  building a population census 
spatio-temporal database.  
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